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Meet Today’s Guest
In this session, Rex, a testing metrics advocate, decided to have a discussion 
with fellow testing professional Dawn Haynes, a testing metrics skeptic, about 
how we use and, all too often, misuse metrics in software

Dawn, a Testing and Quality Coach, has been in IT for over 35 years in various 
capacities

Dawn has observed throughout her career that the challenges we have with 
software quality and how to fit testing into projects is fairly systemic

You’ll find Dawn in training sessions, webinars, podcast interviews, speaking 
at conferences, and collaborating with other practitioners and industry leaders 
to challenge the norms and find better

Dawn is also one of RBCS’s most popular instructors, and she teaches many of 
our classes



Today’s Topic: Uses and Misuses of Common Testing Metrics

Test case metrics, defect metrics, requirements coverage 
metrics, code coverage metrics…
Metrics, metrics, metrics

Yep, we got metrics in software testing
But do we use them properly?

Lord Kelvin: “When you can measure what you are 
speaking about, and express it in numbers, you know 
something about it, when you cannot express it in 
numbers, your knowledge is of a meager and 
unsatisfactory kind”
George Box: “All models are wrong; some are useful”
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For over 25 years, RBCS has delivered consulting, training, and expert services to clients, helping them with software 
and hardware testing.  Employing the industry’s most experienced and recognized consultants, RBCS advises its clients, 
trains their employees, conducts product testing, builds and improves testing groups, provides advice, reports, and 
testimony for law firms in legal matters, and hires test staff for thousands of clients worldwide.  Ranging from Fortune 
20 companies to start-ups, RBCS clients save time and money through improved product development, decreased tech 
support calls, improved corporate reputation and more.  Find us at the coordinates below:

Address: RBCS, Inc.
31520 Beck Road
Bulverde, TX 78163-3911
USA

Phone: +1 (830) 438-4830
E-mail: info@rbcs-us.com
Web: www.rbcs-us.com
Twitter: @RBCS, @LaikaTestDog 
Facebook: @TestingImprovedbyRBCS
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/rex-black, https://www.linkedin.com/company/rbcs-us
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/RBCSINC
Podcasts:  https://rbcs-us.com/resources/podcast/

…Contact RBCS
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